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 R is a language and environment for statistical 
computing and graphics. It is a GNU project (free 
software); 

 PHP is a popular general-purpose scripting 
language that is especially suited to web 
development; 

 The idea of integrating R with PHP has been around 
for a few years => R-PHP software developed 
within the Department of Statistical and 
Mathematical Sciences of the University of Palermo 
(Italy) - (Mineo, Pontillo, 2006). 



 Mathematical extensions that include numerous 
functions: 

- “Math” (with basic Mathematical Functions),  

- “Statistics” - a statistics extension that contains functions for 
statistical computations  

- “Trader” - Technical Analysis for Traders which contains some 
functions for linear regressions 

Examples of statistical functions of PHP: 

- stats_absolute_deviation; stats_cdf_f; stats_cdf_t; 
stats_standard_deviation; stats_variance  



 An example of PHP for statistics implementation 

<?php 
function correlation($x, $y) 
{ 
$PPMCC = stats_stat_correlation($x, $y); 
echo "Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient is " 
.$PPMCC; 
} 
$array_x = array(5,3,6,7,4,2,9,5); 
$array_y = array(4,3,4,8,3,2,10,5); 
correlation($array_x, $array_y); 
?> 



 In this article we will take a look at a way to access 
R via PHP already implemented, with a software 
called R-PHP. 

 R-PHP implements two modules: 

- The first module allows the simple insertion of the 
R code and it prints its output (analyses and plots) 
in another page. 

- The second module makes some statistical analysis 
by using a GUI. 







 This section has two major goals: 

- to show basic way of using R-PHP for data analysis; 

- to interpret data and draw some conclusions about 
the economic situation in the Republic of Moldova. 

 



date.analizate<-read.table("a.tab.txt", header=TRUE) 

attach(date.analizate) 

names(date.analizate) 

date.analizate 

 



date.analizate<-read.table("a.tab.txt", header=TRUE) 

summary(date.analizate) 

 



date.analizate<-read.table("a.tab.txt", header=TRUE) 

summary(lm(date.analizate$GDP~date.analizate$FDI)) 

 



date.analizate<-read.table(“a.tab.txt”, header=TRUE) 

anova(lm(date.analizate$GDP~date.analizate$FDI)) 



 The second module is quite interesting because no 
programming skills in R are required. 

 All of the commands that were ran in section 4.1. 
can be run in this module using the appropriate 
command buttons in the upper part of the Web 
page. 

 The only step that might cause some problems is 
the data preparation step. After uploading the file 
with data, the application becomes quite self-
explanatory.  



 In the transition Republic of Moldova, as seen from the data 
presented in this article, the GDP over the 1992 and 2012 time 
period has an increasing trend. But an increasing GDP doesn’t 
always mean a good life for everyone. The Republic of Moldova’s 
biggest problem is that income is distributed unevenly. 

 The foreign direct investments are very important for a country 
economy because it can create jobs (reduce unemployment) and 
also increase productivity. In the Republic of Moldova’s case, the 
FDI are not stable. There are some years with very high FDI and 
other years with low FDI.  

 From the linear regression model briefly presented, it can be 
observed that, in the Republic of Moldova, between GDP and FDI 
there is a positive relationship.  

 Using R via PHP, means that a user can access a Web page and 
run commands on data, without installing R on their computer.  
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